Do Learning Styles Influence Students’ Understanding of Concepts and Academic Performance in Chemistry?
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Abstract

Learning styles and instruction have been reported to affect students’ academic performance and achievement in science. These reports, however, are too generalized for application to chemistry education specifically. The reports did not take into consideration the combined effects of the nature of chemistry and students learning styles on chemistry instructions and subsequently on students’ academic performance. This study was conducted on 167 grade 11 natural science students in two preparatory schools in Ethiopia. It was designed to predict the extent of variation in academic performance in some fundamental chemistry concepts in the topics: Atomic structure & periodic table, and chemical bonding and structure from variations in Felder-Silverman’s learning styles. Data were collected through Amharic version of Felder-Soloman’s Index of Learning Style (ILS) questionnaire and chemistry tests. The data showed that 1.2% variation in academic performance in the fundamental concepts in chemistry was linked to the variations in Felder-Silverman’s learning styles, and this variation was not statistically significant at $\alpha=0.05$. This implies that the role of learning styles on academic performance on the fundamental concepts considered in this study was not statistically significant. Hence, from this study it is possible to conclude that the influence of learning styles on academic performance is less likely to be the same across fundamental concepts in chemistry.
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1. Introduction

Current trends in education in general and chemistry education in particular shows that there is emphasis on differentiated instruction that support individual differences such as learning styles (Timothy & Kimberly, 2010), philosophy and nature of chemistry (Scerri, 2001; Erduran, 2009) and pedagogical content knowledge (Shulman, 1986; Park, Jang, Chen, & Jung, 2011). However, most of the time these efforts are separate and not well synthesized into a more comprehensive pedagogical content knowledge in chemistry education. There have been reports on how learning styles and instruction affects students’ academic performance/achievement (Ross, Drysdale, & Schulz, 2001; Yeung, Read, Robert, & Schmid, 2006; Bell, 2007; Hargrove, Wheatland, Ding, & Brown, 2008). However, these reports were too general to apply specifically to chemistry education. These reports did not consider how the nature of chemistry together with learning styles affect the nature of chemistry instruction and consequently affect students’ academic performance. Moreover, there is no chemistry education specific learning style model in the literatures of chemistry education. Researchers in education attempt to apply research in learning styles framed under aptitude-treatment interactions (ATIs) to present explanations for academic achievement and school performance (Frisby, 2005). ATI theory suggests that optimal learning results when instruction is exactly matched to aptitudes, styles or preferences of the learner (Frisby, 2005). Frisby further explains that some instructional strategies (treatments) are more or less effective for particular individuals, depending upon their specific abilities, cognitive-learning styles, or learning preference.

Generally, there is a growing interest, which has given rise a number of research on how learning styles influence...
education (Crutsinger, Knight, & Kinley, 2005; Kvan & Yunyan, 2005; Yeung, Read, & Schmid, 2005; Gupta-Bhowon, et al., 2009; Timothy & Kimberly, 2010;) and on how the natures of science such as the nature of chemistry influence chemistry education (Jensen, 1998; Scerri, 2001; Mahaffy, 2004). There are research on one hand, which mainly focus on the nature of chemistry and how it influences chemistry education (subject matter advocacy).

Separate research efforts on learning styles in one hand and nature of chemical concepts in the other hand could be burdensome to teachers in their instructional decisions during the planning and delivery of chemistry classes thus, such disintegrated efforts could put chemistry teachers in a confusing state that impacts on decision making.

For instance, according to Danili & Reid, (2004) and Dalton & Tasker, (2006) chemical representations can influence instructional presentations. Therefore, at times the representational nature of fundamental chemical concepts mismatches to a particular learning style of students the chemistry teacher could fall in to the thrust of choices in instructional decisions. Thus, under this scenario, chemistry teachers’ can be challenged by prioritizing different instructional variables in their instructional decisions, i.e. what should be considered first, the types of learning styles or the nature of chemical concepts. And therefore how chemistry teachers’ keep the balance of considering learning styles and nature of chemistry in their instructional decisions is remain a niche to be studied.

In this connection, this paper examines the role of learning styles on academic performance in some fundamental concepts of chemistry (Figure 1). Hence, in order to observe the interaction between learning styles and academic performance in chemistry, the current study identified one learning style model and some fundamental concepts in chemistry.

Felder-Silverman learning styles is the one among more than 70 learning styles (Coffield, Moseley, Hall, & Ecclestone, 2004), and it is mainly used in chemical engineering education. Since, chemical engineering is similar with chemistry (McCormack, 1938; Johnson, 2006); Felder-Silverman’s learning style is selected for this study.

On the other hand, there are fundamental concepts in chemistry identified by academics in philosophy of chemistry (Caldin, 2002; Schummer, 2003, 2006). For example, pure substances, molecules, molecular structure and aromaticity, atoms and subatomic particles, chemical reaction, affinity, energy, chemical theories, models and laws were some of the fundamental concepts in chemistry identified by Caldin and Schummer. Therefore some of these fundamental chemical concepts which existed in the topics: Atomic structure & periodic table, and chemical bonding and structure in grade 11 chemistry text book were considered for this study.

The current study was designed to show the link between Felder-Silverman learning styles and academic performance on some fundamental concepts in chemistry and give an insight that needs to be considered for more plausible and possible instructional actions. Therefore research questions of this study were: How much variance in academic performance on some fundamental concepts in chemistry can be explained by variations in Felder-Silverman learning styles? and How well do the learning styles predict academic performance on some fundamental concepts in chemistry among preparatory school natural science students?
2. Research Method

Context of the study: This study was conducted on grade 11 natural science students in two preparatory schools (pre-university) in Ethiopia. In Ethiopia, education in preparatory schools is a pre-university education where students attend university introductory courses.

Instructional context of the schools: In both preparatory schools, chemistry is being taught through standardized TV instruction, standardized students’ chemistry textbook, and classroom chemistry teacher with same educational rank (all were first degree holders).

3. Sampling Technique

Populations of the study were 902 natural science students. Therefore, out of 902 students, 167 students were willingly participated in this study. The sample size was estimated by the formula: 50 + 8 k or 104 + k, k stands for the number of independent variables (Leech, Barrett & Morgan, (2005)). However, to minimize non-response rates, the sample size for this study was 167 students.

These 167 participants of the study were selected using a disproportionate stratified sampling technique based on their academic performance in the schools. That is the total elements of the population (902) were first rank ordered based on their academic performance in the school. Thereafter, 25% (42) of participants were selected from the 1st quartile, 50% (83) were selected from the interquartile range (Q1-Q3), and the remaining 25% (42) were selected from the 3rd quartile of the 902 rank ordered population elements.

4. Instruments

The translated (Amharic) version of Felder-Soloman's Index of Learning Styles was used to identify students learning styles on Felder-Silverman learning styles. Their academic performance on fundamental concepts in the topics: Atomic structure & periodic table, and chemical bonding and structure were measured using a 22-item chemistry test. The items were constructed based on tables of specification and the following formula:

$$\text{total number of items per topic} = \frac{\text{number of items in the test \& periods allocated for the topic}}{\text{the total number of periods for topics in which the test is constructed}}$$

5. Result and Discussion

5.1 Answers to the research questions from the sample statistics

The mean (m) and standard deviation (std.) of academic performance of sensing learners (m = 11.90, std. = 3.01), intuitive learners (m = 11.7, std. = 3.15), visual learners (m = 11.72, std. = 3.05), verbal learners (m = 12.06, std. = 3.02), active learners (m= 11.88, std. = 2.92 ), reflective learners (m= 11.83, std. = 3.17), sequential learners (m= 11.49, std. = 3.09 ) and global learners (m= 12.04, std. = 3.01) showed only slight difference. These comparisons of means of academic performances of students with different learning styles suggest that their academic performance on the same test constructed from some fundamental concepts in chemistry is approximately the same. These sample statistics shows the academic performance of students with different learning styles on fundamental chemical concepts in the topics: Atomic structure & periodic table, and chemical bonding and structure was comparable. These results imply that performance of the sample students on these fundamental concepts in chemistry was not linked to learning style differences.

5.2 The linear regression model fit and significance test on the data points

Regression Model:

$$\text{Academic Performance} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 (\text{Visual/Verbal}) + \beta_2 (\text{Sensing/Intuitive}) + \beta_3 (\text{Active / Reflective}) + \beta_4 (\text{Sequential/Global}) + \epsilon$$

The fulfillment of assumptions of multiple regression, such as linearity, normality (using scatter plots), collinearity (using VIF, Tolerance), and normality of residuals (using residual plots) were checked on the data and followed by the regression analysis. The result of the regression analysis that shows the proportion of prediction of academic performance in chemistry in the fundamental concepts that could be explained by learning styles was reported using the coefficient of determination (R square) (Table 1).
Table 1. Test of the Regression model: Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>.012</td>
<td>-.013</td>
<td>3.056</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Sequential/Global, Visual/Verbal, Sensing/Intuitive, Active/Reflective

As it can be seen from the above table, the coefficient of determination (R square) is 0.012. This means that only 1.2% variations in academic performance on some fundamental concepts in chemistry in the topics: Atomic structure & periodic table, and chemical bonding and structure can be predicted from variation in learning styles. The remaining 98.8% of variance in academic performance in chemistry in some fundamental concepts could be explained by variables other than learning styles. Therefore, this implies that the total power of learning styles to explain academic performance on these concepts in chemistry is very small/nearly nil. This 1.2% variation in academic performance that linked to learning styles was subjected to statistical significant tests (Table 2).

Table 2. Analysis of ANOVA\(^b\) for testing the statistical significance of the regression model

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>18.155</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.539</td>
<td>.486</td>
<td>.746a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>1512.396</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>9.336</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>1530.551</td>
<td>166</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Predictors: (Constant), Sequential/Global, Visual/Verbal, Sensing/Intuitive, Active/Reflective

As table 2 above indicated that the probability of finding R square of the sample in the population that explain academic performance in chemistry via learning styles is not statistically significant at \(\alpha = 0.05\), F (4,162), \(p = 0.746\). That is predicting academic performance on the fundamental concepts in chemistry in the topics: Atomic structure & periodic table, and chemical bonding and structure via learning styles was not statistically significant at \(\alpha = 0.05\), F (4,162) = 0.486, \(p = 0.746\). This implies that the combination of different learning style dimensions (i.e. the regression model) is less likely to predict students’ academic performance on the fundamental chemical concepts considered in this study. Therefore, none of the learning style dimensions in this regression model are important predictors of academic performance on the fundamental concepts considered in this study.

According Felder & Silverman (1988) and Towns (2001), the mismatch between learning styles and instructional methods negatively affects student’s academic performance. However, according to the finding of this study and other studies such as Al-Jaroudi (2009), the effect of learning styles on academic performance may not be the same across fundamental concepts in chemistry. For instance Al-Jaroudi (2009) reported that there was not statistically significant relationship between the 4-dimensions of Felder-Silverman learning styles and pre-service elementary teachers’ conceptual understanding of chemistry and the nature of matter taught in a simulated learning environment.

From the result of the current study and other similar studies such as Al-Jaroudi (2009), it can be possible to conclude that learning styles have not the same influence across different fundamental chemical concepts in chemistry. Hence chemistry teachers need to give relative priority to representational nature of the fundamental concepts and other instructional variables than to worry much on learning styles for teaching fundamental chemical concepts such as atomic structure & periodic table, and chemical bonding and structure. Moreover, a further study requires to be conducted to see the influence of learning styles on other chemical concepts.
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